## Overall Results

### By AQHA Division

### North American International Livestock Expo

**Shooter** | **Horse** | **Raw Time** | **Penalty** | **Official Time**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**Amateur Division**

1. Richard McDaniel | Senior Taco Supreme | 49.815 | 10 | 59.815

**Open Division**

1. Sam Helms | Rope a Wild Cow | 45.897 | 10 | 55.897
2. Sam Helms | Pocos Indinita | 49.782 | 10 | 59.782

**Select Amateur Division**

1. Bobby Ruwe | Rugged Slider | 49.879 | 0 | 49.879
2. Rick Deckena | Spark Diamond Glo | 51.521 | 0 | 51.521
3. Tisha Deckena | Missies Little Acre | 51.919 | 5 | 56.919
4. Phillip Kreider | Skipper Buck Jack | 61.884 | 20 | 81.884